STYLE GUIDE
When assessing afro hair textures for style
options, keep in mind that it is best to use rollers
or twist patterns that are closer to the natural
size of the individual’s dominant curl texture.

Set Styles
CAPTIVATING Chunky

Fabulous Flexi Rods

Unforgettable Flat Twist

Style wet or dry
2 strand flat braids
60-90 min dryer time

Style Wet
Loose Twists
60-90 min dryer time

Style wet
30-50 flexirods
60-90 min dryer time

We have noticed society becoming more accepting of Black women wearing their natural
curly textures. It is no longer a surprise to see Black women in television commercials,
movies, high profile community or work positions wearing full and lustrous afro-textured
tresses. These images have inspired many to let go of the chemical straightening processes
and give their natural curls a try....................................................D. Peace - Master Stylist

Coil Styles

Smooth Ripples

cool coils

Masculine and polished
guys with 3-5 inches hair
alternative to wash and go

Short cropped style
Gel gives definition, texture
45-60 min dryer time

Sophisticated coils set

Short cropped style
Gel gives definition, texture
45-60 min dryer time

All hair is good hair! You must practice, practice,
and practice some more in order to MASTER each style.

Our styles
ravishing texture

uniQurls

Masculine, short cropped hair
rub hair with gel and fingertips
30m min dryer time

Short, tapered sides - Coils
Length in the top -Flexi Rods
60 - 90 min dryer time

daring double stand twist

Great for transitioning hair
Shampoo blow dry
curl ends with flexi-rod

Compliment your client’s natural hair texture. This helps them to better
accept their hair as well as develop a stronger trust for your professional
expertise as a stylist....................................D. Peace - Master Stylist
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